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Exoplanet Science Strategy-National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2019-01-17 The
past decade has delivered remarkable discoveries in the study of exoplanets. Hand-in-hand with these
advances, a theoretical understanding of the myriad of processes that dictate the formation and evolution
of planets has matured, spurred on by the avalanche of unexpected discoveries. Appreciation of the
factors that make a planet hospitable to life has grown in sophistication, as has understanding of the
context for biosignatures, the remotely detectable aspects of a planet's atmosphere or surface that reveal
the presence of life. Exoplanet Science Strategy highlights strategic priorities for large, coordinated
efforts that will support the scientific goals of the broad exoplanet science community. This report outlines
a strategic plan that will answer lingering questions through a combination of large, ambitious
community-supported efforts and support for diverse, creative, community-driven investigator research.
Smart Phone and Next Generation Mobile Computing-Pei Zheng 2010-07-19 This in-depth technical guide
is an essential resource for anyone involved in the development of “smart mobile wireless technology,
including devices, infrastructure, and applications. Written by researchers active in both academic and
industry settings, it offers both a big-picture introduction to the topic and detailed insights into the
technical details underlying all of the key trends. Smart Phone and Next-Generation Mobile Computing
shows you how the field has evolved, its real and potential current capabilities, and the issues affecting its
future direction. It lays a solid foundation for the decisions you face in your work, whether you’re a
manager, engineer, designer, or entrepreneur. Covers the convergence of phone and PDA functionality on
the terminal side, and the integration of different network types on the infrastructure side Compares
existing and anticipated wireless technologies, focusing on 3G cellular networks and wireless LANs
Evaluates terminal-side operating systems/programming environments, including Microsoft Windows
Mobile, Palm OS, Symbian, J2ME, and Linux Considers the limitations of existing terminal designs and
several pressing application design issues Explores challenges and possible solutions relating to the next
phase of smart phone development, as it relates to services, devices, and networks Surveys a collection of
promising applications, in areas ranging from gaming to law enforcement to financial processing
21st Century Astronomy-Laura Kay 2017-06 Influenced by astronomy education research, 21st Century
Astronomy offers a complete pedagogical and media package that facilitates learning by doing, while the
new one-column design makes the Fifth Edition the most accessible introductory text available today.
Discipline-Based Education Research-National Research Council 2012-08-27 The National Science
Foundation funded a synthesis study on the status, contributions, and future direction of discipline-based
education research (DBER) in physics, biological sciences, geosciences, and chemistry. DBER combines
knowledge of teaching and learning with deep knowledge of discipline-specific science content. It
describes the discipline-specific difficulties learners face and the specialized intellectual and instructional
resources that can facilitate student understanding. Discipline-Based Education Research is based on a
30-month study built on two workshops held in 2008 to explore evidence on promising practices in
undergraduate science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education. This book asks
questions that are essential to advancing DBER and broadening its impact on undergraduate science
teaching and learning. The book provides empirical research on undergraduate teaching and learning in
the sciences, explores the extent to which this research currently influences undergraduate instruction,
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and identifies the intellectual and material resources required to further develop DBER. Discipline-Based
Education Research provides guidance for future DBER research. In addition, the findings and
recommendations of this report may invite, if not assist, post-secondary institutions to increase interest
and research activity in DBER and improve its quality and usefulness across all natural science disciples,
as well as guide instruction and assessment across natural science courses to improve student learning.
The book brings greater focus to issues of student attrition in the natural sciences that are related to the
quality of instruction. Discipline-Based Education Research will be of interest to educators, policy makers,
researchers, scholars, decision makers in universities, government agencies, curriculum developers,
research sponsors, and education advocacy groups.
How Modern Science Came Into the World-H. F. Cohen 2010 Once upon a time 'The Scientific Revolution
of the 17th century' was an innovative concept that inspired a stimulating narrative of how modern
science came into the world. Half a century later, what we now know as 'the master narrative' serves
rather as a strait-jacket - so often events and contexts just fail to fit in. No attempt has been made so far to
replace the master narrative. H. Floris Cohen now comes up with precisely such a replacement. Key to his
path-breaking analysis-cum-narrative is a vision of the Scientific Revolution as made up of six distinct yet
narrowly interconnected, revolutionary transformations, each of some twenty-five to thirty years' duration.
This vision enables him to explain how modern science could come about in Europe rather than in Greece,
China, or the Islamic world. It also enables him to explain how half-way into the 17th century a vast crisis
of legitimacy could arise and, in the end, be overcome.
Mapping Across Academia-Stanley D. Brunn 2017-02-10 This book addresses the role and importance of
space in the respective fields of the social sciences and the humanities. It discusses how map
representations and mapping processes can inform ongoing intellectual debates or open new avenues for
scholarly inquiry within and across disciplines, including a wide array of significant developments in
spatial processes, including the Internet, global positioning system (GPS), affordable digital photography
and mobile technologies. Last but not least it reviews and assesses recent research challenges across
disciplines that enhance our understanding of spatial processes and mapping at scales ranging from the
molecular to the galactic.
Astronomy Online-Timothy F. Slater 2002-02-15 This content- and feature-rich Web site is the ideal online
component to any introductory astronomy lecture course.
Learning Science Through Computer Games and Simulations-National Research Council 2011-05-12 At a
time when scientific and technological competence is vital to the nation's future, the weak performance of
U.S. students in science reflects the uneven quality of current science education. Although young children
come to school with innate curiosity and intuitive ideas about the world around them, science classes
rarely tap this potential. Many experts have called for a new approach to science education, based on
recent and ongoing research on teaching and learning. In this approach, simulations and games could play
a significant role by addressing many goals and mechanisms for learning science: the motivation to learn
science, conceptual understanding, science process skills, understanding of the nature of science,
scientific discourse and argumentation, and identification with science and science learning. To explore
this potential, Learning Science: Computer Games, Simulations, and Education, reviews the available
research on learning science through interaction with digital simulations and games. It considers the
potential of digital games and simulations to contribute to learning science in schools, in informal out-ofschool settings, and everyday life. The book also identifies the areas in which more research and researchbased development is needed to fully capitalize on this potential. Learning Science will guide academic
researchers; developers, publishers, and entrepreneurs from the digital simulation and gaming
community; and education practitioners and policy makers toward the formation of research and
development partnerships that will facilitate rich intellectual collaboration. Industry, government agencies
and foundations will play a significant role through start-up and ongoing support to ensure that digital
games and simulations will not only excite and entertain, but also motivate and educate.
Reaching Students-Linda Kober 2015-01-15 The undergraduate years are a turning point in producing
scientifically literate citizens and future scientists and engineers. Evidence from research about how
students learn science and engineering shows that teaching strategies that motivate and engage students
will improve their learning. So how do students best learn science and engineering? Are there ways of
thinking that hinder or help their learning process? Which teaching strategies are most effective in
developing their knowledge and skills? And how can practitioners apply these strategies to their own
courses or suggest new approaches within their departments or institutions? "Reaching Students" strives
to answer these questions. "Reaching Students" presents the best thinking to date on teaching and
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learning undergraduate science and engineering. Focusing on the disciplines of astronomy, biology,
chemistry, engineering, geosciences, and physics, this book is an introduction to strategies to try in your
classroom or institution. Concrete examples and case studies illustrate how experienced instructors and
leaders have applied evidence-based approaches to address student needs, encouraged the use of
effective techniques within a department or an institution, and addressed the challenges that arose along
the way. The research-based strategies in "Reaching Students" can be adopted or adapted by instructors
and leaders in all types of public or private higher education institutions. They are designed to work in
introductory and upper-level courses, small and large classes, lectures and labs, and courses for majors
and non-majors. And these approaches are feasible for practitioners of all experience levels who are open
to incorporating ideas from research and reflecting on their teaching practices. This book is an essential
resource for enriching instruction and better educating students.
Malcolm's Katie-Isabella Valancy Crawford 2015-12-18 "Malcolm's Katie" from Isabella Valancy Crawford.
Canadian writer and poet (1850-1887).
Hepaticae of Khasi and Jaintia Hills: Eastern Himalayas-Ajit Pratap Singh 2007
Edward Fitzgerald's Rubâ'iyât of Omar Khayyâm-Omar Khayyam 1899
A Primer of Modern Standard Hindi-Michael C. Shapiro 1989 This primer presents a systematic
introduction to the structure of Modern Standard Hindi. It is intended to provide the student with a
thorough foundation in the grammatical structure of that variety of Hindi that is commonly taught in
Indian schools and that is the common vehicle of publication in Hindi. Although much emphasis is placed
on the written language, discussion is also provided of aspects of conversational Hindi. The core of the
work contains thirty on chapters. The first four offer discussions of the linguistic status of Hindi as well as
comprehensive descriptions of Hindi phonetics and the Devanagari syllabary in which Hindi is written.
Chapters 5 through 31 each contains descriptions of fundamental aspects of Hindi grammar. These
chapters have extensive translation and grammatical exercises appended to them. The work as a whole
introduces a core vocabulary of approximately fifteen hundred entries, incorporating lexical items found
on most standard elementary word lists for the language. Supplemental materials in this book include
graded reading passages, a guide to further study in Hindi, and Hindi English glossary. Although the
Devanagari syllabary is used throughout the book, Roman transliteration is also provided through Chapter
15. A Primer of Modern Standard Hindi can be used in several different ways. It can be used as part of a
university-level course as a text for Hindi grammar and writing. As such it will nicely supplement other
materials addressing more conversational aspects of the language. It can also be used for self-study
purposes by the student who does not have access to a formal instructional program.
The Norton History of Astronomy and Cosmology-John David North 1994 Traces the history of astronomy
and the universe
Lecture Tutorials for Introductory Astronomy-Edward E. Prather 2008 Funded by the National Science
Foundation, Lecture-Tutorials for Introductory Astronomy is designed to help make large lecture-format
courses more interactive with easy-to-implement student activities that can be integrated into existing
course structures. The Second Edition of the Lecture-Tutorials for Introductory Astronomy contains nine
new activities that focus on planetary science, system related topics, and the interactions of Light and
matter. These new activities have been created using the same rigorous class-test development process
that was used for the highly successful first edition. Each of the 38 Lecture-Tutorials, presented in a
classroom-ready format, challenges students with a series of carefully designed questions that spark
classroom discussion, engage students in critical reasoning, and require no equipment. The Night Sky:
Position, Motion, Seasonal Stars, Solar vs. Sidereal Day, Ecliptic, Star Charts. Fundamentals of
Astronomy: Kepler’s 2nd Law, Kepler’s 3rd Law, Newton’s Laws and Gravity, Apparent and Absolute
Magnitudes of Stars, The Parse, Parallax and Distance, Spectroscopic Parallax. Nature of Light in
Astronomy: The Electromagnetic (EM) Spectrum of Light, Telescopes and Earth’s Atmosphere,
Luminosity, Temperature and Size, Blackbody Radiation, Types of Spectra, Light and Atoms, Analyzing
Spectra, Doppler Shift. Our Solar System: The Cause of Moon Phases, Predicting Moon Phases, Path of
Sun, Seasons, Observing Retrograde Motion, Earth’s Changing Surface, Temperature and Formation of
Our Solar System, Sun Size. Stars Galaxies and Beyond: H-R Diagram, Star Formation and Lifetimes,
Binary Stars, The Motion of Extrasolar Planets, Stellar Evolution, Milky Way Scales, Galaxy Classification,
Looking at Distant Objects, Expansion of the Universe. For all readers interested in astronomy.
Reference Service-S. R. Ranganathan 2006-04-01 "Works of Dr. Shiyali Ramamrita Ranganathan (S.R.
Ranganathan) need no introduction. They are renowned not because they cover certain facet of library
and information science, but because they have been written by the father of library science in india, Dr.
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Ranganathan. These library science classics have been reprinted to make Dr. Ranganathan's work
available to the current generation of librarians and for those to come."
Mobile Technology for Children-Allison Druin 2009-03-16 Children are one of the largest new user groups
of mobile technology -- from phones to micro-laptops to electronic toys. These products are both lauded
and criticized, especially when it comes to their role in education and learning. The need has never been
greater to understand how these technologies are being designed and to evaluate their impact worldwide.
Mobile Technology for Children brings together contributions from leaders in industry, non-profit
organizations, and academia to offer practical solutions for the design and the future of mobile technology
for children. *First book to present a multitude of voices on the design, technology, and impact of mobile
devices for children and learning *Features contributions from leading academics, designers, and policy
makers from nine countries, whose affiliations include Sesame Workshop, LeapFrog Enterprises, Intel, the
United Nations, and UNICEF *Each contribution and case study is followed by a best practice overview to
help readers consider their own research and design and for a quick reference
Coronal Magnetometry-Steven Tomczyk 2014-10-30 Captures advances being made in the field of coronal
magnetism, from theory to observations and instrumentation. This volume is a collection of research
articles on the subject of the solar corona, and particularly, coronal magnetism. The book was motivated
by the Workshop on Coronal Magnetism: Connecting Models to Data and the Corona to the Earth, which
was held 21 - 23 May 2012 in Boulder, Colorado, USA. This workshop was attended by approximately 60
researchers. Articles from this meeting are contained in this topical issue, but the topical issue also
contains contributions from researchers not present at the workshop. This volume is aimed at researchers
and graduate students active in solar physics. Originally published in Solar Physics, Vol. 288, Issue 2,
2013 and Vol. 289, Issue 8, 2014.
Paddling the Boreal Forest-Max Finkelstein 2004-11-29 The boreal forest of Quebec/Labrador – some of
the most rugged and isolated land in Canada – has captivated avid canoeists for generations. In the latter
19th and early 20th centuries, the intrepid A.P. Low of the Geological Survey of Canada spent, in total,
more than ten years of his working life surveying the area. Employing Aboriginal canoemen and guides, he
travelled by canoe, snowshoe and sailing vessel to map and document much of this vast territory.
Challenged by the mystique of this extraordinary Canadian, canoeists Max Finkelstein and James Stone
retraced Low’s routes – by their admission, their toughest canoe trip ever! Using archival sources, oral
history and personal experience, they tell the story of A.P. Low and, in the process, reveal the
environmental issues now facing this much threatened Canadian wilderness. "Once again Max Finkelstein
has blessed us with his incredible ability to make history of exploration come alive. Rather than sit behind
a desk and try to imagine the ’misadventures’ Low would have had, he goes out and duplicates them, and
along the way creates a few tales of his own. This is one great read and we should be thankful that people
like Max and Jim Stone exist in this world of ours." - Kevin Callan, well-known author and canoeist "From
A.P. Low’s logs and reports, Max Finkelstein and Jim Stone give vitality to that great geological surveyor.
Interspersed are vivid accounts of their own challenging canoe voyages on the same rivers and portages of
the boreal forest and rock in the James Bay/Ungava/Labrador country of the Cree, Innu and Inuit. What
emerges is an eloquent testimonial for the wilderness canoe trip in the Canadian experience." Bruce W.
Hodgins, Emeritus Professor of History, Trent University; President, Camp Wanapitei; Member, Advisory
Council, Canadian Canoe Museum
Kismet in the Sand-Shafik Benjamin 2013-04 In Pre-Islamic Arabia, newborn female babies are buried
alive in the desert, a custom practiced to avoid a possible future shame on the men in their families. Amir
Shams stumbles upon an infant being pulled from the sand by a mysterious man and woman. Suspicious,
Shams follows them and in a twist of events, finds himself the adoptive father of six girls. One is the
abandoned daughter of the King of Arbad and a palace slave girl. This is the story of King Basheer and his
love for his lost daughter, Kismet. The story begins with the violent raid of a small tribe by the monstrous
Elkot raiders, leaving only one young girl, Absa, in its wake, mute from the tragedies she has witnessed.
While walking through the desert Absa is rescued and taken in by Prince Shams and his wife Maya.
Consequently, the couple begins to rescue baby girls from death, including Kismet, the daughter of King
Basheer of Arbad, who lost his child to a palace scandal involving his beloved slave Jasmin. In the hands of
Prince Shams and Maya, the girls grow up into strong empowered women who seize their destiny through
skill and commitment. As they mature, they excel in combat and don beards as a disguise when ridding the
desert of vicious gangs in their military force of over 400 warriors. Kasem (i.e. Kismet disguised during
battle as the leader of the female army) isn't recognized when she and the girls go up against some city
dwellers and the tribe of Beni Zedan. Kismet finds that the Chief of Beni Zedan is none other than her
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uncle who attempted the life of her half-brother, Amir Badr, the son of King Basheer, in order to avenge
the death of both her and her mother, Jasmin. Follow the pages of Kismet In The Sand and discover the
tragic love of King Basheer and his lost daughter, Kismet, and to journey with girls of Shams as they fight
for their future, uncovering their identity in a tale of love, loss and destiny.
From Disks to Planets-Michel Blanc 2019-08-20 This volume discusses the evolutionary paths linking
planets and their atmospheres to their origin within circumstellar disks. It reviews the main phases of this
evolution, summarizes what we understand and what are the important open questions, and suggests
ways towards solutions. Dust accretion within disks generates planet cores, while gas accretion on these
cores leads to the diversity of their fluid envelopes. The formation of planetary proto-atmospheres and
oceans is an essential product of planet formation. A fraction of the planets retain their primary protoatmosphere, while others lose it and may form a “secondary” atmosphere. When the disk finally dissipates,
it leaves us with the combination of a planetary system and a debris disk. Using the next generation of
observing facilities, we will be able to reconstruct more accurately the evolutionary paths linking stellar
genesis to the possible emergence of habitable worlds. Originally published in Space Science Reviews,
Volume 205, Issue 1-4, December 2016
Art and Obscenity-Kerstin Mey 2007 Talks about the work of 20th-century artists, from Hans Bellmer
through to Nobuyoshi Araki, from Robert Mapplethorpe to Annie Sprinkle, and from Hermann Nitsch to
Paul McCarthy. Here, the author argues that some works, regardless of their 'high art' context, remain
deeply problematic, whilst others are both groundbreaking and liberating.
Switching Codes-Thomas Bartscherer 2011-04-15 Half a century into the digital era, the profound impact
of information technology on intellectual and cultural life is universally acknowledged but still poorly
understood. The sheer complexity of the technology coupled with the rapid pace of change makes it
increasingly difficult to establish common ground and to promote thoughtful discussion. Responding to
this challenge, Switching Codes brings together leading American and European scholars, scientists, and
artists—including Charles Bernstein, Ian Foster, Bruno Latour, Alan Liu, and Richard Powers—to consider
how the precipitous growth of digital information and its associated technologies are transforming the
ways we think and act. Employing a wide range of forms, including essay, dialogue, short fiction, and
game design, this book aims to model and foster discussion between IT specialists, who typically have
scant training in the humanities or traditional arts, and scholars and artists, who often understand little
about the technologies that are so radically transforming their fields. Switching Codes will be an
indispensable volume for anyone seeking to understand the impact of digital technology on contemporary
culture, including scientists, educators, policymakers, and artists, alike.
Planet Quest-Ken Croswell 1999 Are we alone? In 1995 planet hunters discovered the first alien solar
system around a star like our own Sun. Ken Croswell tells the fascinating story of this discovery and the
people who made it, then explores the possibility that one day we may have the technology to travel to
different solar systems and find life.
Aftershock-Kieran Cashell 2009-08-30 Accused by the tabloid press of setting out to 'shock', controversial
artworks are vigorously defended by art critics, who frequently downplay their disturbing emotional
impact. This is the first book to subject contemporary art to a rigorous ethical exploration. It argues that,
in favouring conceptual rather than emotional reactions, commentators actually fail to engage with the
work they promote. Scrutinising notorious works by artists including Damien Hirst, Jake and Dinos
Chapman, Richard Billingham, Marc Quinn, Sally Mann, Marcus Harvey, Hans Bellmer, Paul McCarthy,
Tierney Gearon, and Tracey Emin, "Aftershock" insists on the importance of visceral, emotional and
'ethical' responses. Far from clouding our judgement, Cashell argues, shame, outrage or revulsion are the
very emotions that such works set out to evoke. While also questioning the catch-all notion of
'transgression', this illuminating and controversial book neither jumps indiscriminately to the defence of
shocking artworks nor dismisses them out of hand.
Astronomy Notes-Nick Strobel 2010
The Astrophotography Manual-Chris Woodhouse 2017-12-04 The Astrophotography Manual, Second
Edition is for photographers ready to move beyond standard SLR cameras and editing software to create
beautiful images of nebulas, galaxies, clusters, and the stars. Beginning with a brief astronomy primer,
this book takes readers through the full astrophotography process, from choosing and using equipment to
image capture, calibration, and processing. This combination of technical background and hands-on
approach brings the science down to earth, with practical methods to ensure success. This second edition
now includes: Over 170 pages of new content within 22 new chapters, with 600 full-color illustrations.
Covers a wide range of hardware, including mobile devices, remote control and new technologies. Further
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insights into leading software, including automation, Sequence Generator Pro and PixInsight Groundbreaking practical chapters on hardware and software as well as alternative astrophotography pursuits
Nietzsche on Love-Friedrich Nietzsche 2020-01-31 Friedrich Nietzsche presented many of his greatest
insights in pithy, well-turned short phrases that do not follow any philosophical dogma. Instead, his
chastening but ultimately life-affirming philosophy puts forth true love and friendship as our best hope in
dark times. Here are Nietzsche's key sayings about love from the vast body of his philosophical writings,
which have influenced politics, philosophy, art and culture like few other works of world literature. As the
first edition of its kind, this collection presents Nietzsche's thoughts on love not as academic philosophy
but as a guide to life. At turns delightful and astute-and always wise-Nietzsche on Love offers an original
and startling glimpse into what one of the world's foremost thinkers says about the fundamental
experience of our lives.
Blogs from the Blackstuff-David Bailey 2010-03-23 The online blogs of Professor David Bailey of Coventry
University Business School and John Clancy, Visiting Lecturer at the University of Birmingham Business
School, have been provocative and lively part of the Birmingham Post website for some time. Here is the
first volume of their blogs from 2008-2010.
Hesiod, and Theognis-James Davies 1873
Einstein's Monsters: The Life and Times of Black Holes-Chris Impey 2018-11-13 The astonishing science of
black holes and their role in understanding the history and future of our universe. Black holes are the
most extreme objects in the universe, and yet they are ubiquitous. Every massive star leaves behind a
black hole when it dies, and every galaxy harbors a supermassive black hole at its center. Frighteningly
enigmatic, these dark giants continue to astound even the scientists who spend their careers studying
them. Which came first, the galaxy or its central black hole? What happens if you travel into one—instant
death or something weirder? And, perhaps most important, how can we ever know anything for sure about
black holes when they destroy information by their very nature? In Einstein’s Monsters, distinguished
astronomer Chris Impey takes readers on an exploration of these and other questions at the cutting edge
of astrophysics, as well as the history of black holes’ role in theoretical physics—from confirming
Einstein’s equations for general relativity to testing string theory. He blends this history with a poignant
account of the phenomena scientists have witnessed while observing black holes: stars swarming like bees
around the center of our galaxy; black holes performing gravitational waltzes with visible stars; the
cymbal clash of two black holes colliding, releasing ripples in space-time. Clear, compelling, and profound,
Einstein’s Monsters reveals how our comprehension of black holes is intrinsically linked to how we make
sense of the universe and our place within it. From the small questions to the big ones—from the tiniest
particles to the nature of space-time itself—black holes might be the key to a deeper understanding of the
cosmos.
Universe-Roger Freedman 2014-04-01 This comprehensive textbook for the two-term course focuses
students on not only the foundational concepts of astronomy but on the process of scientific discovery
itself—how we know what we know about the cosmos. Engagingly written and filled helpful pedagogical
tools, the book also excels at dispelling widely held misconceptions and helping students avoid common
pitfalls as they explore the heavens. Thoroughly updated, the new edition features the latest discoveries
and new pedagogy, and is supported by an expanded media/supplements package centered on W. H.
Freeman’s extraordinary new online course space, LaunchPad.
Conquest of Body-Polona Tratnik 2017-06-24 This book reflects on the phenomenon of biotechnology and
how it affects the body and discusses a number of related issues, including visualization, mediation, and
epistemology. The author offers a compelling thesis, arguing that the exploration of the human body has
one ultimate aim: to gain knowledge of it and to conquer it. Exploration of body has an intrinsic link to
power, since knowledge is constitutive for the power over the body. Ultimately the conquest of body
means the power to intervene into life processes. The book breaks new ground with its study of body
visualizations, from the Renaissance drawings to the medical imaging. In particular, it investigates their
complex mediality. It also considers the extension and the reach of biopower that is now possible thanks to
a wide range of engineering applications. The author originally questions the research approach by
rethinking the relationship between mental and sensual examination. She takes into consideration the
epistemological problem of the two modes of exploration: obtaining knowledge from empirical exploration
and projecting that knowledge to the object of exploration.
Astronomy Education Volume 2-Chris Impey 2019-11-26 This book focuses on the practical
implementation of evidence-based strategies that are supported by research literature. Chapter topics
include an overview of learner-centered theories and strategies for course design and implementation, the
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use of Lecture Tutorials, the use of technology and simulations to support learner-centered teaching, the
use of research-based projects, citizen science, World Wide Telescope and planetariums in instruction, and
many other useful tools and methods.
The Iceman Cometh-Eugene O'Neill 2020-05-01 A critical edition of O’Neill’s most complex and difficult
play, designed for student readers and performers This critical edition of Eugene O’Neill’s most complex
and difficult play helps students and performers meet the work’s demanding cultural literacy. William
Davies King provides an invaluable guide to the text, including an essay on historical and critical
perspectives; extensive notes on the language used in the play, and its many musical and literary
allusions; as well as numerous insightful illustrations. He also gives biographical details about the actual
people the characters are based on, along with the performance history of the play, to help students and
theatrical artists engage with this labyrinthine work.
The Myths We Live By-Mary Midgley 2011-04-01 With a new Introduction by the author 'An elegant and
sane little book. – The New Statesman Myths, as Mary Midgley argues in this powerful book, are
everywhere. In political thought they sit at the heart of theories of human nature and the social contract;
in economics in the pursuit of self interest; and in science the idea of human beings as machines, which
originates in the seventeenth century, is a today a potent force. Far from being the opposite of science,
however, Midgley argues that myth is a central part of it. Myths are neither lies nor mere stories but a
network of powerful symbols for interpreting the world. Tackling a dazzling array of subjects such as
philosophy, evolutionary psychology, animals, consciousness and the environment in her customary razorsharp prose, The Myths We Live By reminds us of the powerful role of symbolism and the need to take our
imaginative life seriously. Mary Midgley is a moral philosopher and the author of many books including
Wickedness, Evolution as a Religion, Beast and Man and Science and Poetry. All are published in
Routledge Classics.
Three Steps to the Universe-David Garfinkle 2009-05-15 If scientists can’t touch the Sun, how do they
know what it’s made of? And if we can’t see black holes, how can we be confident they exist? Gravitational
physicist David Garfinkle and his brother, science fiction writer Richard Garfinkle, tackle these questions
and more in Three Steps to the Universe, a tour through some of the most complex phenomena in the
cosmos and an accessible exploration of how scientists acquire knowledge about the universe through
observation, indirect detection, and theory. The authors begin by inviting readers to step away from the
Earth and reconsider our Sun. What we can directly observe of this star is limited to its surface, but with
the advent of telescopes and spectroscopy, scientists know more than ever about its physical
characteristics, origins, and projected lifetime. From the Sun, the authors journey further out into space to
explore black holes. The Garfinkle brothers explain that our understanding of these astronomical oddities
began in theory, and growing mathematical and physical evidence has unexpectedly supported it. From
black holes, the authors lead us further into the unknown, to the dark matter and energy that pervade our
universe, where science teeters on the edge of theory and discovery. Returning from the depths of space,
the final section of the book brings the reader back down to Earth for a final look at the practice of
science, ending with a practical guide to discerning real science from pseudoscience among the
cacophony of print and online scientific sources. Three Steps to the Universe will reward anyone
interested in learning more about the universe around us and shows how scientists uncover its mysteries.
The Clay Marble-Minfong Ho 1993-09-01 While fleeing war-torn Cambodia in 1980, 12-year-old Dara, her
mother, and her older brother set up a makeshift home in a refugee settlement. When fighting erupts,
Dara finds herself separated from her family.
Physics by Inquiry-Peter S. Shaffer 1996 Physics by Inquiry An introduction to Physics and the Physical
Sciences Physics by Inquiry is the product of more than 20 years of research and teaching experience.
Developed by the Physics Education Group at the University of Washington, these laboratory-based
modules have been extensively tested in the classroom. Volumes I and II provide a step-by-step
introduction to fundamental concepts and basic scientific reasoning skills essential to the physical
sciences. Volume III, currently in preparation, extends this same approach to additional topics in the
standard introductory physics course. Physics by Inquiry has been successfully used: to prepare
preservice and inservice K-12 teachers to teach science as a process of inquiry to help underprepared
students succeed in the mainstream science courses that are the gateway to science-related careers. to
provide liberal arts students with direct experience in the scientific process, thus establishing a solid
foundation for scientific literacy.
H2O-Philip Ball 2000 The brilliantly told and gripping story of the most familiar - yet, amazingly, still
poorly understood - substance in the universe: Water. The extent to which water remains a scientific
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mystery is extraordinary, despite its prevalence and central importance on Earth. Whether one considers
its role in biology, its place in the physical world (where it refuses to obey the usual rules of liquids) or its
deceptively simple structure, there is still no complete answer to the question: what is water? Philip Ball's
book explains what, exactly, we do and do not know about the strange character of this most essential and
ubiquitous of substances. H20 begins by transporting its readers back to the Big Bang and the formation
of galaxies to witness the birth of water's constituent elements: hydrogen and oxygen. It then explains how
the primeval oceans were formed four billion years ago; where water is to be found on other planets; why
ice floats when most solids sink; why, despite being highly corrosive, water is good for us; why there are
at least fifteen kinds of ice and perhaps two kinds of liquid water; how scientists have consistently
misunderstood water for centuries; and why wars have been waged over it. Philip Ball's gloriously offbeat
and intelligent book conducts us on a journey through the history of science, folklore, the wilder scientific
fringes, cutting-edge physics, biology and ecology, to give a fascinating new perspective on life and the
substance that sustains it. After reading this book, drinking a glass of water will never be the same again.
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